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Abstract
Internet memes are a uniquely additive and democratic art form that impacts culture and helps to
define and shape society. Internet memes have migrated to non-digital spaces, fueled social
justice movements, and helped sway elections. Exhibits on Internet memes not only demonstrate
their memetic effect, they serve to elevate and legitimize this everyday art form, record and
signal cultural impact, and provide audiences the time and space to absorb meaning in new and
different ways. When examining the hybrid exhibit Know What I Meme? New Perspectives
Beyond the Digital, curatorial direction, multiple display modes, and meme-inspired artwork
confirm that Internet memes have embedded into our deeper consciousness, impacted our
culture, and played an important role in understanding the human experience.
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Introduction
The cornerstone of democracy is freedom of speech, where citizens are able to express
themselves without fear of harm (Balkin 2004). Ideas about culture, norms, traditions, and
knowledge are spread from person to person in memetic fashion through various modes of
transference. Digital technologies, such as the Internet, social media platforms, and smartphones,
have made the circulation of ideas possible like never before.
Internet memes are a uniquely additive and democratic art form that contributes to the
collection of utterances within the public sphere that define and shape society (Balkin 2003). The
Internet meme has also migrated to non-digital spaces, fueled social movements, and helped
sway elections. Exhibits on Internet memes not only demonstrate their memetic effect, they serve
to elevate and legitimize this everyday art form, record and signal cultural impact, and provide
audiences the time and space to absorb meaning in new and different ways. When examining the
hybrid exhibit Know What I Meme? New Perspectives Beyond the Digital, curatorial direction,
multiple display modes, and meme-inspired artwork provides further evidence that Internet
memes have embedded into our deeper consciousness and play an important role in
understanding the human experience.
Social Media Landscape
Social media platforms have become our communal gathering space and modern public
sphere (Habermas 1991) where discourse and expression takes place. Public and private
discourse intertwines (Wyatt et al. 2000), and is transmitted by organic intellectuals (Jones 2006)
— everyday people — who create and disperse content from the bottom up, which differs from
previous top-down models. User-generated content reflects a more authentic regime of truth
(Wetherell et al. 2001), rather than some foreign narrative pushed down by the power structure,
and effects relationships between social and political institutions (Noor et al. 2011).
At least 74% of Americans consume online media multiple times a day (Pew 2019).
Facebook continues as the dominant platform overall, with Instagram usage rising the most since
2016. Capacity for reach is staggering as one in three people on this planet have access to the
Internet (Ghonim 2015). Worldwide online usage consists of 4.2 billion users with 3.2 billion
images being shared every day (Smith 2019).
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Social media acts as a personal portal to communicate thoughts, express ideas and
beliefs, and share commonalities. It is often the place where personal identification, engagement
and interaction begins—in subgroups of homophiletic people (Jenkins et al. 2013). Because
online networks are made up of like-minded people, users feel safer in expressing themselves
due to perceived online anonymity (Stritzke et al. 2004), thereby empowering engagement
(Guadagno et al. 2013). In-network messages directly affect self-expression, information
seeking, and off-line behavior of millions. Those messages influence the user who receives them,
as well as the users’ friends, and the friends of their friends (Kramer et al. 2014). Users can
easily react to an original artifact by liking, sharing, following, re-tweeting, commenting, etc.
Those reactions are a form of affective communication that gives social media its power (Noor et
al. 2011: 24). People aged 18-24 trust user-generated content from friends or online sources,
such as Reddit, Facebook, Instagram, and/or Snapchat more than mainstream media (Horrigan
2017). Additionally, confirmation bias, filter bubbles, echo chambers, and influencers all aid in
massive-scale contagion (Kramer et al. 2014).
Background on Internet Memes
Internet memes are a particularly persuasive piece of user-generated content due to a
number of characteristics. They are important artifacts of individual expression and visual
rhetoric that add to cultural communication and understanding of our society.
Richard Dawkins introduced the concept of the meme in 1976. He theorized that just as a
gene is a unit of human transmission, a meme is a unit of cultural transmission (Dawkins 1978).
A meme carries ideas from person to person through various forms of mimicry and replication
and evolves and mutates, similar to a gene, and either succeeds and flourishes or becomes
extinct. Memetics has been debated ever since and the advent of the Internet meme has
necessitated a definition evolution. Dawkins addressed the difference between pre-digital and
Internet memes:
[T]he very idea of the meme, has itself mutated and evolved in a new direction. An
Internet meme is a hijacking of the original idea. Instead of mutating by random chance,
before spreading by a form of Darwinian selection, Internet memes are altered deliberately by human creativity. In the hijacked version, mutations are designed—not ran-
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dom—with the full knowledge of the person doing the mutating. (Wiggins and Bowers
2014: 6)
Deliberate altercation, participation, and human creativity via the Internet meme has been
seen in the U.S. within the Black Lives Matter movement, the Women’s Movement, the White
Nationalist movement, and various political movements. The power of image is undeniable, as
our brains are hard-wired to process visual information faster and more efficiently than text
(Gutierrez 2014). A total of 40% of the nerve fibers to our brain are connected to the retina, and
we process visual content 60,000 times faster than text (Changing Minds 2019). Images are
processed by long-term memory, where it is retained and remembered and most importantly,
they cause a stronger emotional reaction, because visual memory is encoded in the same area
where emotions are processed.
Not only are emotions responsible for sharing content, but emotional affect is contagious
as well (Ryan 2014). People mimic others due to a cluster of cells in our brains called mirror
neurons (Marshall 2014). They are responsible for this emotional mimicry and cause us to feel
and act the way we see others feeling and acting either online or in person. People catch feelings
in the same way that they catch a cold, acting as conduits for the transmission, within and
between networked groups (Shifman 2014: 63).
Shifman (2014) updated the definition of the Internet meme to include all the elements
within each unit, as well as groups of units with common themes. These additional connection
points give people more opportunity to imitate or replicate, affecting its success and leading to
larger dispersion rates. Internet memes consist of the original artifact—an image, video or
hashtag—and all of its reiterations, offshoots, and/or related campaigns, as well as the comments
attached. They often combine two elements into a new artifact, as a way to express, interpret and
discuss complex social issues (Shifman 2014: 41). The hashtag symbol, meant as metadata to
allow others to join the conversation, is now attached to a concept and functions as an image as
well.
In addition to such meme variations as image, text, video, and associated comments, An
Xiao Mina (2019) expanded the definition further. She included physical (objects associated with
a meme such as T-shirts or stickers), performative (when a person performs a physical act with a
meme embodiment and posts that act) and selfie memes (when people post photos of themselves
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with the meme symbol). She states, ‘Memes can take many forms and exist on many types of
media, and it’s these many forms that give them their richness’ (Mina 2019: 41).
Internet memes are powerful. They are contagious (Kramer et al. 2014) and affect
personal, social and political decisions of millions (Bond et al. 2012: 296). They can engage
activism, inspire artwork, and even predict future discourse before it enters the consciousness of
the public sphere (Huntington 2017).
Memetic Manifestations
Early forms of the Internet meme were reminiscent of a very basic advertising template
and were often humorous. Most used Impact, a bold, sans serif font, which was easy to read
when placed over images, and was always styled as white, all capitalized lettering. The easy-toproduce form spoke to an inherent design literacy that consisted of placing the headline over an
image at the top, with secondary text placed at the bottom to reinforce the message or deliver the
punchline. Even though the typeface Impact was designed in 1965, it translated well to meme
culture because of its legibility and because font choice is limited to the everyday user. Included
in the Windows 98 operating system released to millions, Impact became the font of choice
(Edwards 2015).
As recognition of influence took place, the meme aesthetic and purpose broadened.
Memes often critiqued society and social injustice, and joined other forms of artistic disruption
such as street art. These everyday art forms disrupt norms, question society, and start a visual
dialogue that can speak truth to power. Mina stated, ‘Memes are the street art of the social web,
and like street art, they are varied, expressive, and complex, and they must contend with the
existing politics of our public spaces’ (Mina 2019: 12).
Street art has historically been underappreciated and considered illegitimate, if not illegal,
by many, but artists such as Pablo Picasso considered it to be an innocent and pure form of
expression that could inform new artistic movements such as Cubism, Dada, and Surrealism
(Brassaï et al. 2002: 16). Classical and early modern examples of street art were valued in
academia, but otherwise considered a taboo subject until the 1970s, when the technological
innovation of spray paint gave artists the ability to create more complex work, leading to
renewed attention and a wider audience (Ross et al. 2017: 417). Additionally, the Internet, social
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media platforms, and wide use of smartphones, gave street artists a much wider audience and led
to popular and fine art mixing in new ways.
The Wynwood Walls and the surrounding area in Miami stand as one monument to the
legitimacy that street art has acquired. This area was transformed from warehouse walls to large
canvasses in 2009, where national and international artists created work. Tony Goldman, the
Walls creator stated, ‘By presenting it in a new way, I was able to expose the public to something
they had only seen peripherally’ (Wynwood Walls Overview 2019).
Similarly, Internet memes created by everyday people, not trained in art, express an
authentic truth, which differs from that of the power structure. Digital technologies gave meme
artists a much wider audience and led to popular and fine art mixing in new ways. Their inherent
conceptual, democratic and participatory characteristics flattened the distinction between ‘high’
and ‘low’ art, as many more people created and/or were exposed to this art form.
Darrin Wershler, research chair at Concordia University argues that memes, like street
art, ‘…are a type of “everyday Conceptualism.”’ He said:
Through an ironic and playful treatment of a fragmented subject, memes break down high
and low culture, disrupting ideas of originality. Memes should be understood as the
digital descendants of artists such as Man Ray, Walker Evans, and Andy Warhol—all
vanguards whose practices largely concerned informational and social disruptions.
(Bucknell 2017)
Exhibits on Internet memes signal their importance and pay tribute to them as cultural
icons. They serve to more permanently record their impact as well and give people time and
space to absorb meaning and engage in dialogue about inspiration, content, and effect. They
represent an extended memetic response and further manifestation, underscoring the ability of an
Internet meme to take many forms and exist in many spaces.
Exhibits such as What Do You Meme? at the Back Room Gallery at Holdran’s Arcade in
London in 2016 displayed this art form in a gallery setting. One of the curators, Maisie Post,
wrote:
It illustrates the transition from a simple ‘internet meme’ to ideas that have transferred
from URL into IRL. They will no longer be viewed as poor taste or low culture but will
be portrayed as the most democratic art form. I see memes as a type of folk art, made for
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the people by the people, the difference in the tools used, such as Photoshop and
pixels over wood or clay. I wanted to take a different angle with memes, moving away
from the 4chan boys club and showing the different communities that exist within meme
culture. Memes are a running commentary on society; they are topical and give a comical
twist on current affairs. Exploring this discourse within a gallery setting creates an
opportunity to give resonance to memes, a practice that has been portrayed as low
culture. Celebrating them and giving an alternative to the elitist nature of the art world.
(Robson 2016)
Post commented on two of the included artists, Pantyhoe$ and Meme Gold: ‘…neither of
them identified as artists—there was no role for the artist to follow and no regulations…’ a nod
toward the subversive freedom of art icons like Marcel Duchamp, Joseph Beuys, Sherrie Levine,
and Jenny Holzer (Bucknell 2017).
Another exhibit was held at the Junior High gallery in Los Angeles called By Any Memes
Necessary in 2017, and focused on the realities of empathy and coping within the art. ‘These are
art pieces and I want people to take what we are doing a little bit more seriously’ said the curator,
Ka5sh. Ka5sh spoke about taking a meme seriously as art:
I remember my friend was saying memes are a part of the neo-Dada movement. And I
didn't know what that meant, but it sounded tight, so I googled it and I feel the same way,
like this is the next wave of art. Memes have existed since the beginning of time, says the
definition of memes and meme theory, so it's only fitting for these to be put into galleries.
I’m Andy Warhol rn with the mf pop art content memes. (Johnson no date)
Ka5sh’s reference to Andy Warhol is apt because of his ‘disruptive’ work, beginning in
the 1960s. He was a leading figure in the pop art movement, in which he combined art, celebrity
and advertising in new ways. His use of pop culture as subject matter and a non-painterly
technique caused a spectacle in the art world. Warhol’s famous Campbell’s Soup Cans, created
in 1962 by a silk-screen process became popular with everyday people, as it better reflected their
world, not some unrecognizable other. Everyday life, objects and people became valid subject
matter (Madoff 1997).
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At the 2018 Two Decades of Memes exhibit at the Museum of the Moving Image in
Queens, NY, Brad Kim, curator and editor in chief of KnowYourMeme.com said ‘I want to
bring [memes] to a level beyond [a joke,] and [show] how they interact with the social affairs in
the world.’ Museum Executive Director Carl Goodman said of the exhibit ‘…we’re helping
people look at them in a more serious way and document what is significant, influential, or
inspirational as we’re living through it (Winkie 2018).’ Just as street art is far from ephemeral,
the same is true of Internet memes. The image and message embed in people’s consciousness,
while shared pictures claim additional impact via social networks.
The Know What I Meme? Exhibit
Inspired by Fred Wilson’s curatorial practice of social commentary and activism where
he said he used ‘...the museum as my palette, exploring how juxtaposition of very different
objects can bring up a new idea, a new thought,’ (Artnet News 2018) the Know What I Meme?
New Perspectives Beyond the Digital exhibit took a hybrid approach to the subject matter, using
multiple modes to create new thought. This exhibit differed from other Internet meme exhibits
because in addition to informational material, an engagement activity and repeating slideshow
with 96 meme examples, it included artwork inspired by Internet memes representing an
embedded memetic effect.
The intent and purpose of the exhibit was to:
•

take the meme out of its organic and ephemeral environment and place it in one
that gives people a very different experience;

•

connect digital and non-digital spheres to break through digital privilege and echo
chambers, challenge negative perception and misinformation, and engage
audiences in new ways via multiple display modes;

•

give artists an opportunity to express their response to memes that inspired them,
underscoring memetic impact;

•

elevate, legitimize, and record cultural importance of the art form;

•

expose new audiences to the subject matter;

•

present another form of social justice activism;

•

provoke thought and dialogue to educate and inform; and

•

add meaning and a greater understanding of the world in which we live.
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Because of venue parameters, the exhibit was designed in a linear fashion with
informational text panels placed as viewers entered the space and the engagement activity placed
at the end. The first two panels presented an introductory overview, info graphics, and quotes
from other meme exhibit curators. The next two pieces were large banners created to provoke
emotion about Trayvon Martin, the Hoodie meme, and its role in affecting change, and systemic
racism in the United States (Figure 1). George Zimmerman, a self-appointed neighborhood
watch leader, gunned down Trayvon Martin in Florida on Feb. 27, 2012. The incident received
little media attention, and for 45 days no charges were brought against him. It wasn’t until social
media elements were employed, reaching millions of people, that national and international
outrage occurred leading to the arrest of Zimmerman.
One such element was the Million Hoodie March video that asked Trayvon supporters to
post profile pictures with a hoodie on, to internalize the message and ‘…help create a portrait of
America that won’t stand for racial profiling (Maree 2013)’. Reminiscent of the 2011 Dark
Glasses portrait, where Chinese citizens donned sunglasses and posted selfies in support of
dissident Chen Guangcheng (Mina 2019), the Hoodie portrait showed thousands of pictures of
those who participated. The memetic success transformed the hoodie from a negative stereotype
to a symbol of unity for the Black community. Meme variations allowed people to participate in
a collective action while maintaining their sense of individuality (Maree 2013) and this memetic
response became the new engagement model for driving social change.
While we have since become accustomed to this type of memetic response, the following
statistics that were extraordinary at the time were presented: over 500,000 Hoodie memes were
posted, over 3,000 worldwide media outlets mentioned it, and it was the only story to surpass the
United States presidential election in 2012 (Maree 2013). During that week, the Trayvon Martin
story spiked 19% on Twitter to garner one-fifth of all news coverage; 5,000 people rallied in
Union Square; the New York Times ran a front page story; and the U.S. President Barack Obama
spoke to the nation reflecting, ‘If I had a son, he’d look like Trayvon (Thompson and Wilson
2012)’. In addition to many other actions, memetic response led to the arrest of Zimmerman, an
order to review Florida’s Stand Your Ground Law, and a renewed national discussion about
racial inequality.
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Figure 1: Jeannine Gliddon Owens, Hoodie Set, 2019. Digital print on vinyl. 48” x 84” ©
Jeannine Gliddon Owens
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Figure 2 shows the banner set that presented material about #PussyHat memes and
reaction to Donald Trump’s infamous ‘pussy-grabbing’ recording and presidential election in
2016. The #PussyHat project, created by Krista Suh and Jayna Zweiman, became part of a
movement that led to the largest single-day protest in U.S. history, with world-wide participation
estimated at five million. The knitted hat, meant to be a positive re-appropriation of the word,
color, and craft, became a powerful symbol of resistance to Trump and other misogynists (Cook
2018). While the word pussy, the color pink, and knitting are associated with the feminine as a
negative, this initiative turned it around to symbolize strength and unity (Reimal and Arneson
2017). The goal, for people to knit and wear these hats in solidarity at the Women’s March on
Washington the day after Trump’s inauguration, was a huge success, due to immense on and
offline contagion of both content and affect.
#PussyHat memes began dispersing among networks and even those that did not knit a
hat participated in memetic success by sharing, retweeting and/or attending a March. It spread
quickly, on and offline, mobilizing action against Trump and his ideology. Women (and men)
who never identified as feminists, or participated in political activism, were moved to do so. The
first Women’s March Convention took place in October 2017 with the ultimate goal of teaching
women how to build power, register voters, and organize to run for office in 2018 and beyond
(Davey, 2017). Agencies dedicated to electing women to office such as She Should Run, Emily’s
List, and Emerge America, all saw huge increases in interest by 2,000% (Ripley 2017). The
collection and totality of the memes and the artwork displayed in the Know What I Meme?
exhibit underscores continued memetic influence.
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Figure 2: Jeannine Gliddon Owens, PussyHat Set, 2019. Digital print on vinyl. 48” x 84” ©
Jeannine Gliddon Owens
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The last set of banners (Figure 3) displayed information about the Neo-Nazi movement
and hate contagion spreading throughout the United States. They showed that memes drive
attention and frame narrative for any issue. Selected imagery, text, and color were meant to
expose the trend of White supremacists successfully amplifying their message in a more public
way on social media platforms. Neo-Nazis have always been expressing their views on private
chat platforms, such as Discord (Glaser 2018), but with the signal of tolerance from Donald
Trump in the run-up and subsequent United States presidential election in 2016, hate memes
began to surface in public. Trump’s many online and in-person racist, sexist, and homophobic
comments emboldened hate groups, and social media became a fractious, polarizing battleground
(Shearlaw 2016) where debates about politics and race were difficult to avoid.
It is no coincidence that a considerable increase in the politicization of memes happened
in 2016. Both Trump and Hillary Clinton fully embraced and aggressively used social media
platforms to reach the American voting public, who spent much of their time there. Those with
smartphones and the capacity to share text jokes and/or create image remixes without additional
digital programs or devices created the environment of what was referred to the ‘Meme Election
(Mina 2019)’.
Trump’s digital campaign manager, Brad Parscale, attributed the 2016 Presidential win
to their prolific Facebook usage (60 Minutes 2018). Parscale and his team created an average of
4,000 ads per month (O’Sullivan 2018), many of which became Make America Great Again
(#MAGA) memes. Trump’s slogan, a truncated version of Ronald Reagan’s 1980 presidential
slogan, became a new rallying cry for those in America with racist, homophobic, and sexist
views, expressed best by an accurate remix of the phrase to ‘Make America White Again.’ The
application of #MAGA to the red ‘good ole’ boy’ baseball cap became the new iconic symbol of
ignorance, hate, and intolerance in America. #MAGA memes increased in usage by 1,224,800%
from January 2016 to January 2017 (Priceonomics Data Studio 2017).
It was within this environment that the Unite The Right movement gained traction. Social
media’s community-raising and organizing functions were intentionally used for the 2017 Unite
the Right march and rally in Charlottesville, Virginia. Christopher Cantwell, one of the
organizers, admitted to adopting tactics from the Black Lives Matter and Women’s movements,
so they could ‘…step off the internet, spread our memes, organize, and unveil our power level
(Vice News 2017)’. He cited Trayvon Martin as an impetus for his involvement and chanted
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‘Jews will not replace us,’ ‘Blood and soil,’ and ‘White Lives Matter’ with hundreds of other
White nationalists at the march. Lending legitimacy to the movement, President Trump
commented about the march ‘…there were very fine people on both sides.’
Comments such as those emboldened white nationalists on and offline. Since Trump’s
election, hate crimes against Muslims jumped by 67% (Thompson and Schwencke 2016) and
swastika sightings have become a regular occurrence in New York City where they increased
76% from 2016 to 2018 (Katz 2019). The Pepe the Frog image, coopted by the NeoNazis to
symbolize white nationalism, was mainstreamed by Trump when he retweeted a ‘Deplorables’
poster, an image remix that featured Trump, prominent conservatives, and Pepe the Frog (Zed
2019). Pepe the Frog became the first Internet meme to appear on the Anti-Defamation League’s
list of hate symbols in 2016 (Anti-Defamation League 2019).
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Figure 3: Jeannine Gliddon Owens, Unite the Right Set, 2019. Digital print on vinyl. 48” x 84” ©
Jeannine Gliddon Owens
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Cultural Impact of Know What I Meme? Exhibit
The Know What I Meme? New Perspectives Beyond the Digital exhibit included a unique
combination of informational displays, artwork with accompanying artist statements describing
meme inspiration, engagement activity, and slideshow. It gave audiences a purposeful and
intimate experience not mediated through a screen, where people were able to interact with the
subject matter in multiple ways other than an instant interaction. They were given the time and
space to absorb, think, reflect, and discuss meaning. It took place in a university library and ran
for two weeks, moving online afterwards. Opening night attendees interacted with various
aspects of the exhibit, and were seen taking pictures, reading labels, creating memes, and
watching the entire seven-minute slideshow meme examples.
The artwork and accompanying artist statements underscored the validity of memetic
effect and how Internet memes interact with our consciousness. The work represented
individualized expression of understanding and interpretation, while providing an additional lens
for viewers to engage with the subject matter. Amy Twisdale’s I Stay Woke artist statement said
in part, referencing the meme that inspired her work, ‘…the image was particularly significant to
me, since I was working in the child advocacy field at the time… Images are powerful tools of
protest and social awareness’ (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Amy Twisdale, I Love Naps But I Stay Woke, 2017. Acrylic on canvas. 10” x 12” ©
Amy Twisdale; and artist statement (Twisdale 2019).
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Danni Salyer’s statement about her piece, Don’t Think About the White Bears, a block
print of bears and guns on an American flag, described how pervasive social media and memes
are. As a high school teacher, she attempted to get away from the terrible images and discourse
after the Parkland school shootings but thought about the white bear experiment in psychology
that investigates thought suppression. She wrote ‘…according to the study, the more the person
actively tries to suppress certain negative thoughts, the more likely those thoughts will surface.
School shootings became my white bear. As a frustrated teacher, I wait for the next white bear
and hope it does not come’ (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Danni Salyers, Don’t Think About the White Bears, 2019. Block print on American
flag. 18” x 15” © Danni Salyers.
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One opening night attendee said that she choked up after reading the artist statement on
the Paradigm Shift label and ‘…that she had goosebumps thinking of it.’ She identified with a
mother’s fear of not being able to protect her child (Figure 6). The artist statement said in part,
‘…I became interested in Internet memes in 2012 when a Hoodie meme appeared on my
Facebook feed in 2012. It hit very close to home as I have two biracial sons, both close to
Trayvon’s age at the time. One of them wore hoodies all the time, and the Hoodie meme created
an emotional reaction within me. I felt fear that either of my sons might be gunned down because
of prejudice, and anger that we still live in an unjust society. I didn’t know it at the time, but I
took part in a response that marked the beginning of a paradigmatic shift in the way we
communicate and drive social change in the United States. The part that astonished me at the
time, was when my son’s teacher told me a few days later, that because of my post, he discussed
the Trayvon Martin case and systemic racism in class. My voice had the power to influence
thought and action through social media. Many others took part, a collective expression of rage,
fear, and frustration to the continued practice of systemic racism in America.’

Figure 6: Jeannine Gliddon Owens, Paradigm Shift, 2019. Digital print on composite paper. 54”
x 28” © Jeannine Gliddon Owens.
Other opening night attendees commented on the poignancy and power of the artwork
and how it evoked an emotional reaction within them. Some pointed out their favorite pieces that
18

night and via social media days later (Figure 7). A university security guard stated that even
though he was on duty, he made a point of coming to the show, afraid he would miss it
otherwise. He said that he was an artist taking one class at a time to finish his degree. He also
said he was surprised and pleased that the subject matter included material about Trayvon Martin
and Black Lives Matter, a subject that many people ‘don’t want to touch.’

Figure 7: Top left: Sierra Brown, Truth, 2019. Mixed media on canvas. 24” x 36” © Sierra
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Brown. This piece was inspired by memes of Christine Blasey Ford testifying in the United
States Supreme Court Justice confirmation hearing of Brett Kavanaugh. Top right: LaMar Smith,
Chip Off the Ol’ Block, 2019. Pantone chip collage on board. 60” x 48” © LaMar Smith. This
piece was inspired by memes of Kanye West’s 2018 visit to Donald Trump in the White House.
Bottom: Jeannine Gliddon Owens, Hats, 2019. Acrylic on 120# watercolor paper. 9” x 12” each.
This piece was inspired by various memes showing that everyday objects become symbolic of
social injustice.
One conversation was prompted by a university student, Ariflux, who was having a realtime conversation about the exhibit with Ka5sh, the curator of the By Any Memes Necessary
exhibit mentioned earlier, who was also quoted on an informational display. She sent him a
picture of the display with his quote during the exhibit. He reposted the image with his reaction
to his 57,000 followers, which underscores the capacity for impact, reach and engaging
audiences (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Mobile screenshots of real-time engagement from the opening night reception (used
with permission by Ariflux).
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One person, who happened to be a retired public-school teacher, showed me a drawing
she did on an engagement card and asked, ‘is this a meme?’ It was a simple drawing of ‘2 + 2 =
5’ with ‘#LoserTeacher’ added, which was inspired by the backlash Donald Trump, Jr. received
after a comment he made recently “…you don’t have to be indoctrinated by these loser teachers
that are trying to sell you on socialism from birth (Moss 2019)’. It prompted a conversation
about meme manifestation, visual message, engagement, and contagion.
The venue, originally thought to be an inferior option, produced positive results in
unexpected ways. It exposed new audiences to the subject matter and artwork in a nonthreatening space. Libraries are a very common and neutral community space where people
safely gather — an example of a ‘third space’ that museums often aspire to be. If the exhibit
were held in an art gallery or café setting, expectations and audience would be very different. In
addition, this venue was inherently well-travelled by students, faculty and staff from all
disciplines, backgrounds, and ages within the university and greater community.
Suggestions for Future Study
This research has led to many questions that may lead to future study. How do further
visual remixes and manifestation of memes impact artist and viewer, relative to the meme
source? What are viewers’ responses of impact before and after exhibits, both physical and
digital? Is meaning impacted by viewing in person, rather than online? What modes of exhibit
are most impactful? How does venue affect overall exhibit impact? How would an exhibit like
this be received in different cultures?
Conclusions
Internet Memes, their derivatives, and manifestations are important pieces of expression
that embed in our consciousness, become part of our cultural understanding, and help us better
understand the world around us. They present a more complete narrative of society at any given
moment and exhibits about them provide further evidence of memetic effect.
In addition, exhibits on Internet memes elevate and legitimize this everyday art form,
record and signal cultural impact, and provide audiences the time and space to absorb meaning in
new and different ways. Exhibits such as Know What I Meme? New Perspective Beyond the
Digital, that feature meme-inspired artwork, multiple display modes, and engagement
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opportunities, go a step further in providing evidence of cultural impact. Meme-inspired artwork
represents an individualized expression of an internalized response and provides viewers an
additional lens to engage with the subject matter. Internet memes are no longer considered trivial
or ephemeral but have embedded into our deeper consciousness and play an important role in
interpreting and understanding the human experience.
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